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FY19 LAS Stakeholder Voices
# of KNOW 
Statements

KNOW (FY19) # of WANT TO KNOW 
Statements

WANT TO KNOW (FY19)

Parent Council Meeting 9-10-18 Parent Council Meeting 9-10-18
1 2018/2019- Charter Renewal Year (15y) 1 review page 21 on the percentage handbook with Federal 

Policy.
2 Parent handbook is federal requirements 2 CAASPP- What is DF3 or DFM
3 All doc available @ lasac.info 3 Can we meet regarding my kids test scores
4 Thank you very informative 4 Where do I see or Find the State report and CA Dashborard?

5 learned state and federal funds 5 What can parents do to help 3-7th improve ELA & Math 
scores?

6 learned our budget 6 I like charts- Could you share? email?
7 next year = 20 yr anniversary 7 Would like to know more about our math percentage. how 

can we increase these goals. 
8 We can begin to compare scores in 8th gd. 8 page 21 parent h.book
9 I want to know if it is possible if it can be done to 

have a meeting to get to know the Board of 
Directors because we do not know them and I would 
like to know if that can be done Thank you

9 we need a plan for state or federal

10 I would like a parent meeting with all the teachers 
and the school staff so that the parents can get to 
know them and know what they do.

10 this year complete 15 years old

11 I would like to know if the office staff has the 
capacity to be in that position because personally 
they have made more than one delicate error with 
me.  

11 charter is every 5 years.

12 Also the cafeteria has a short schedule and very little 
time for the students to have breakfast, the 
cafeteria is too dirty and I would like to know who 
are the people that are incharge of keeping it clean 
and the time that it should open for breakfast.

12 more from LCAP.

Parent Association Meeting 9-12-18 A.M.
13 It's a good idea for parents to support their children, 

give them attention, take away the technology ( 
phone, tablet, etc.)

13 how state/federal $ spent . understanding scores & why they 
are what they are

14 The district will be seeing aggregate scores. 14 I would like to know if it is possible to know if the proposal 
that was presented today about the events would be possible 
Thank you

15 The charter needs to be renewed every 5 yrs 15 the language of the presentation was dificult to understand.

16 State needs to understand it's a bilingual school 16 I would have liked that the Mother/Father event would have 
been voted on today.

17 The school permit gets renewed every 5 years. 17 I would like to see a meeting with all of the parent council 
representatives so that all of the parents know who they are

18 The test is in English although the kids are taught in 
2 languages 

18 If the ASES teachers are capable for their positions

19 That the school had a low percentage on their 
academic performance.

19 the two young ladies in the office are not capable  enough 
because they do not know how to give correct information on 
the phone or in person.
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20 Know about parent involment, class sizes, student 
teachers.

20 My son is loosing a lot of learning time because he has had 
substitutes and that has not helped him in anything on the 
contrary that has caused a lack of balance

21 We can help with math homework in early grades. 21 I would like to have a meeting in which all of the parent 
council representatives could be introduced because a lot of 
us don't know them in person.  

22 There are resources like Khan Academy to help with 
math.

22 I would really like that the once a month event that they want 
to accomplish as a "Club de Padres"(Parent Club) to be 
approved
Parent Association Meeting 9-12-18 A.M.

23 Parking is frustrating. Never enough parking on 
campus.

23 Can we provide math tutoring even at home

24 That we are a bilingual school. 24 Look into other alternatives to raise math scores
25 That we are a charter school. 25 Possibly have an enrichment class focused on math
26 That we are a small school community and we feel 

like a family 
26 Have more parent workshops to learn how to support our 

children
27 We have a lot of school activities 27 Why is it important to know these test scores?
28 That it is a very good school. 28 Possible Renewal Approval
29 That they have accomplished a lot of goals with 

many students.
29 How to navigate or find level books for my son- in the library 

or in the internet. 
30 Graduating and being bilingual opens up a lot of 

doors whether in universities or in jobs.
30 could there be more reading expositions/events for 

kids/students so that they can get motivated to read more.  

Parent Association Meeting 9-12-18 P.M.
31 LAS is 15 years old & is applying to renew its charter 

(every 5 years)
31 Encourage students on regular bases to participate or 

demonstrate in front of a large audience to boost confidence 
& get rid of shyness

32 Concerned about math scores, but is is unclear whas 
the trend is for the cohort

32 To discourage UCD people to park across the street. Can a 2hr 
limit be put on the other side of the street.

33 English scores improved for every grade level 33 fenced median between the drop off lanes may speed up the 
drop off in rush hours

34 we have over 700 students on the wait list & 604 
students enrolled

34 explain the results for the state exam CAASPP  

35 Math instruction starts in English in 5th grade 35 How do you prepare the kids for the state exams .
36 Help in Math 36 How do you help the kids who have low academic levels
37 help with math is needed for our students 37 Is Common Core hard? Will I be able to help them with their 

homework when they get older?
38 what can we do to help our students improve ? 38 Surprised that school overall had a problem in math.
39 We have to renew every 5 yrs. now 39 Why do kids lose recess? There should be other 

consequences. Agree on other discipline. Occurs in ASES 
program, too.

40 Math score are low 40 maybe we should have math tutoring?
41 ELA starts in the 3rd grade 41 Could use increase math minutes? 
42 All tests are being done in English 42 Do we have a drop off in particular grades in math?
43 Common core just started not too long ago 43 Do they teach cursive anymore?
44 State & Fed. Funding 44 Can students have stress balls availables?
45 We learned that the school turns 15 years. 45 If we can know where we are at in math during mid year.

46 The school is popular. 46 What to do to get a better percentage in math. 
47 We learned that there are 605 students. 47 If we can get better or be flexible with the school activities. 
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48 700 kids on the waiting list 48 Expand the schedule or time for lunch because it had been 
observed tht nay kids don't have time to each because they 
have very little time .

49 The grade that they start learning the second 
language is 3rd.

49 How can we work as a team to better or expand parking 

50 Common core percentage 50 If we could be given some techniques to help our children 
improve their performance.

51 Let us know the behavior of our students.
52 What does the school do to make it a safe place and help 

avoid that an unconscious heartless person surprise us.  We 
mention this because there has been so many cases in other 
states or other schools that have  attemted against students.    

Parent Association Meeting 9-12-18 P.M.
53 Would like to speak to previous LAS students to see what their 

experiences have been like
54 Would like data on outcomes (% graduated high school, % 

who went to college) for LAS graduates
55 data on comparable neighboing schools
56 How parent can help w/HW of the Math went they don't 

know.
57 How is Homework helping students and 
58 how can parents get help with homework of the students 

when they don't have math skills
59 what are our trends historically? What have/or we done to 

improve scores.
60 How can we better  help our students learn reading better 

right now they are very low despite the interventions

61 How do the parents know that the comments are answered in 
the web?parents don't know how to go into the web, they 
need copies of the answers. 

62 have similar test been done in Spanish or can this be done to 
compare data

63 Advocate for linguistic competency
64 Interested in seeing success of LAS students once they 

graduate
65 talking to parents bout signing Release of information forms in 

order to reach out post LAS and see how they are doing

66 How can we help to improve the results
67 How do you help the kids who only speak english. 
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